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About the Book

#1 New York Times bestselling author Susan Wiggs brings readers home to Avalon, an idyllic town nestled
on the tranquil shores of Willow Lake. There, one woman will rediscover her family and her dreams, and find
a surprising new love...
Sonnet Romano’s life is almost perfect. She has the ideal career, the ideal boyfriend, and has just been
offered a prestigious fellowship. There’s nothing more a woman wants --- except maybe a baby…brother?
When Sonnet finds out her mother is unexpectedly expecting, and that the pregnancy is high risk, she puts
everything on hold --- the job, the fellowship, the boyfriend --- and heads home to Avalon. Once her mom is
out of danger, Sonnet intends to pick up her life where she left off.But when her mother receives a
devastating diagnosis, Sonnet must decide what really matters in life, even if that means staying in Avalon
and taking a job that forces her to work alongside her biggest, and maybe her sweetest, mistake --- awardwinning filmmaker Zach Alger. So Sonnet embarks on a summer of laughter and tears, of old dreams and
new possibilities and of finding the home of her heart.
At once heartbreaking and uplifting, RETURN TO WILLOW LAKE plumbs the deepest corners of the human
heart, exploring the bonds of family, the perils and rewards of love, and the true meaning of home. Profoundly
emotional and resonant, this is Susan Wiggs at her finest.

Discussion Guide
1. Sonnet’s mom, Nina, cautions her not to get so busy she forgets to fall in love. In light of what later befalls
Nina, how does this advice resonate with Sonnet?
2. What’s the craziest thing you’ve ever done at a wedding? Does Sonnet’s impulsive act at Daisy’s wedding
make sense, given where she is in her life? What would you have done in that situation?
3. Do you keep checklists? What’s the one thing on your life’s “to-do” list that you can never seem to
accomplish, even though you intend to? What is blocking Sonnet from checking off “fall in love”?
4. How has Sonnet’s personal history formed her character? What keeps her from seeing Orlando for who he
is until it’s almost too late?
5. In what ways does Sonnet thing Zach is all wrong for her? What makes him exactly right for her? What did

it take for her to finally see that?
6. Jezebel is larger than life, but in what ways does she reveal herself to be all too human? What is it about
her that draws both Sonnet and Zach? Did she help or hinder their relationship?
7. What’s your favorite reality TV show? If you could design a reality show of your own, what would it be like?
8. Has your mother ever gotten really sick? What was your emotional reaction? How did the experience
cause you to grow and change? How did Nina’s illness cause Sonnet to change?
9. What do you suppose Sonnet’s relationship with her half-brother will be like, going forward?
10. At the end of the story, Sonnet’s relationship with her father has shifted. What’s your prediction for what it
will be like in the future?
11. What will Sonnet and Zach’s first fight be about, do you suppose? And what tools do they have to survive
it?

Author Bio
Using blunt scissors, pages from a Big Chief tablet, a borrowed stapler and a Number Two pencil, Susan
Wiggs self-published her first novel at the age of eight. A BOOK ABOUT SOME BAD KIDS was based on the
true-life adventures of Susan and her siblings, and the first printing of one copy was a complete sell-out.
Due to her brother's extreme reaction to that first prodigious effort, Susan went underground with her craft,
entertaining her friends and offending her siblings with anonymously-written stories of virtuous sisters and the
brothers who torment them. The first romance she ever read was SHANNA by the incomparable Kathleen
Woodiwiss, which she devoured while slumped behind a college vector analysis textbook. Armed with
degrees from SFA and Harvard, and toting a crate of "keeper" books by Woodiwiss, Roberta Gellis, Laurie
McBain, Rosemary Rodgers, Jennifer Blake, Bertrice Small and anything with the words "flaming" and
"ecstasy" in the title, she became a math teacher, just to prove to the world that she did have a left brain.
Late one night, she finished the book she was reading and was confronted with a reader's worst nightmare --She was wide awake, and there wasn't a thing in the house she wanted to read. Figuring this was the
universe's way of taking away her excuses, she picked up a Big Chief tablet and a Number Two pencil, and
began writing her novel with the working title, A BOOK ABOUT SOME BAD ADULTS. Actually, that was a
bad book about some adults, but Susan persevered, learning her craft the way skydiving is learned --- by
taking a blind leap and hoping the chute will open.
Her first book was published (without the use of blunt scissors and a stapler) by Zebra in 1987, and since
then she has been published by Avon, Tor, HarperCollins, Harlequin, Warner and Mira Books. Unable to
completely abandon her beloved teaching profession, Susan is a frequent workshop leader and speaker at
writers' conferences, including the literary institution Fields End and the legendary Maui Writers Conference.
Her novel THE CHARM SCHOOL was voted one of RWA's Favorite Books of the Year. She is the proud
recipient of three RITA awards for LAKESIDE COTTAGE, LORD OF THE NIGHT and THE MISTRESS, and
is often a finalist for the prestigious award. Her books appear regularly on numerous "Best Of" lists.
Susan enjoys many hobbies, including sitting in the hot tub while talking to her mother on the phone,
kickboxing, cleaning the can opener, sculpting with butter and growing her hair. She lives on an island in the
Pacific Northwest with her family.
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